From the Personal Computer to Buddhist Mysticism
Film about the Saint of Amiata
MY REINCARNATION at Festival dei Popoli in Florence
“Culture is very important. Sometimes maybe it doesn’t pay off immediately, but it gives
something more: nutrition for who we are, for our identity. Florence has an important
history, and must continue to be an important city for culture. Festivals like this one are
fundamental. “ Matteo Renzi, the Major of Florence, talks about Festival dei Popoli,
which open Saturday 13 of November and ends on the 20. Projection will be at the
Cinema Odeon and other events will be at Sant’ Apollonia, to the Obliate Library, and in
other Florentine places.
The festival dei Popoli directed by Luciano Barisone, is one of the more ancient cinema
events in all of Europe and it’s dedicated to documentary: activist films, reportage, and
travels with the camera. Every discovery that we can imagine. One of these is about
Tuscany: In the movie My REINCARNATION that will be screened Saturday, 13
November at 6:30 pm. In Arcidosso, in the heart of Amiata, there is one of the most
important Buddhist communities. And there, Namkhai Norbu teaches, one of the
important Masters of Tibetan Buddhism. The movie tells his story, but above all the story
of his son, Yeshi. Yeshi is born in Italy: a normal boy who found a job at IBM. He is
both cursed and blessed: someone said that he the reincarnation of a Rinpoche, a
Buddhist saint. The film tells about his slow acceptance of this situation and this new
identity: From IT expert to mystic. The director Jennifer Fox has followed this human
path – from his normal frenetic and capitalist condition to a suffering acceptation of the
destiny of a Saint – during twenty years of filming.

